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Architecture and design records are exciting resources for historical research and vital for
documenting and maintaining the built environment. Yet their temporal nature often makes
them difficult to preserve, and managing collections of these records can be a challenge.In
addition to addressing preservation issues, this resource helps archivists, curators, librarians,
and researchers understand how to assess the value of architectural records. The highly
illustrated book covers a brief history of Western architectural practice; description of the
creation of design records; explanations of the various types of project records;
recommendations on best practices for appraisal, arrangement, and description, information
about preservation, administration, and research use; and identification of common visual
media and supports used to create architectural records.Society of American Archivists (2006)
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possible.INTRODUCTIONDesign records1 are fundamental to understanding society and the
world around us. The places and objects they create represent our values and activities both
literally and symbolically. The act of designing is social, economic, and artistic,2 and a wide
range of researchers from numerous disciplines use the records created by these processes in
an infinite variety of ways. For example, they are used for a broader understanding of social,
urban, architectural, environmental, economic, cultural, commercial, and art history. Architects,
landscape architects, industrial designers, and engineers rely on them for abstract inspiration
and practical renovation, restoration, or remodeling. Homeowners, planners, geographers,
preservationists, students, scholars, institutions, and local, state, and federal governments refer
to them. They can be used during the study of design, art, landscape, botany, horticulture, local
history, business history, and to document a place, time, or structure.This manual intends to
address the great variety of design and construction records collections. Artists’ records,
business and technology records, and research and development records3 generate many
types of design documents. There are those created by individual designers and those
generated by architecture, landscape architecture, engineering, industrial, commercial, and
other design firms. There are also records created or collected by governmental agencies,
institutional entities such as universities, and corporations that contain construction rather than
design documents. Sometimes records related to single structures or design projects may be
included in larger collections.The topic of design records is nearly as large and unwieldy as the
materials themselves. The universe of design records includes personal and family papers;
personal visual materials such as travel postcards, paintings, and student sketches;
professional papers such as faculty papers, creative writings, lectures, and patents; business
records such as administrative and marketing materials; and project records including reports,
correspondence, drawings, photographs, models, videotapes, and electronic
records.Collections of design records can be found in homes, offices, government agencies,
corporations, and institutions of every sort. They comprise original drawings on a variety of
support materials. They also contain most reproductive media and supports such as blueprints,
nitrate negatives, lantern slides, diazo prints, Van Dyke prints, and pen plotter drawings.A
review of some of the significant existing literature about architectural records is useful.4 The
largest number of articles has primarily addressed the preservation of drawings. The existing
body of work concerning other aspects of architecture and design records is fairly
limited.Perhaps the earliest discussion of the creation and types of architectural drawings is a
1977 essay by David Gebhard and Deborah Nevins in the book that accompanied the Whitney
Museum’s exhibition 200 Years of American Architectural Drawings. It still provides a useful
historical summary of the development of visual materials by the architectural profession in the



United States. Alan Lathrop’s seminal article, “The Provenance and Preservation of
Architectural Records,” followed in 1980 in the American Archivist. Among the earliest writings
on architectural records for archivists it was particularly significant as the discussion includes
not just original drawings, but the broader scope of architectural records within the historical
context of their creation. This article marked the developing archival interest in architectural
records and the desire to integrate them into the universe of archival theory and
practice.“Airplane View” of George Pope residence, Hillsborough, California (1935). Pencil on
trace paper. William W. Wurster, Architect. William W. Wurster/Wurster Bernardi Emmons
Collection. Courtesy Environmental Design Archives, University of California, Berkeley.The
next significant event was the conference Toward Standards for Architectural Archives, held in
1981 in Washington, D.C., by the American Institute of Architects (AIA) Foundation. Although
the proceedings were not published until 1984, this conference yielded writings still relevant to
the subject and the field, particularly Kathleen Mallon’s case study on the appraisal of the
records of a large modern architectural practice. It also defined a framework for thinking about
architectural records. In 1982, in response to the growing professional interest in architectural
records, SAA published Ralph Ehrenberg’s Archives and Manuscripts: Maps and Architectural
Drawings. Essentially a manual written to provide guidance on the management of oversized
visual records, its attempt to address architectural drawings was limited by the lack of
standards, as well as the existence of a body of literature, or accepted practices. Compared to
the extensive history of professional practice working with cartographic materials, the sections
concerning architectural drawings seem like an afterthought. Unfortunately, it reinforced the
primacy of individual drawings as architectural records, rather than placing them within the
larger contexts of architectural practice and the comprehensive project file.As an archival tool
for records creators, Nancy Schrock, with support from the AIA, produced guidelines for
Architectural Records Management in 1981 for use by architecture firms. It provided useful
basic information regarding the value of historic records, archival preservation, and appraisal
considerations for both permanent retention and disposal of temporary records. It encouraged
firms to develop records-management programs and to consider archival repositories for
historic materials. It was updated and reprinted in 1992. During those ten years a number of
notable articles and publications appeared on the subject of architectural records. Of particular
interest, Alan Lathrop’s 1986 American Archivist article, “Copyright of Architectural Records: A
Legal Perspective,” tackled the history of and current issues surrounding the copyright of
designs and design drawings. The 1987 Proceedings of the Symposium on the Appraisal of
Architectural Records produced by the Massachusetts Committee for the Preservation of
Architectural Records (Mass COPAR) focused primarily on legal issues, insurance, and
financial appraisal. Nancy Schrock’s article, “Images of New England: Documenting the Built
Environment,” appeared in the American Archivist in 1987, placing architecture and design
within the archival construct of documentation strategy. The National Archives and Records
Administration’s 1989 Managing Cartographic and Architectural Records intended to serve as
a guide to assist federal agencies developing scheduling guidelines for these records
series.Garden plan, Munstead Wood, Godalming, Surrey, England (1883–1902). Ink on Kraft
paper. Gertrude Jekyll Collection. Courtesy Environmental Design Archives, University of
California, Berkeley.The growing body of published works, both in print and electronic media,
reflect the continuing interest in architectural records and the need to provide information and
standards for their care, use, and management. Lois Price and Tawny Ryan Nelb have written
extensively on the preservation of nineteenth- and twentieth-century architectural records, and
in 1999 Eléonore Kissel and Erin Vigneau published Architectural Photoreproductions: A



Manual for Identification and Care. This much-needed volume provided images and
descriptions of the myriad reproduction techniques, formats, media, and supports used to
generate architectural prints during the last two centuries.The 1994 symposium on the
appraisal of architectural records held at the Canadian Centre for Architecture led to the 1996
special edition of the American Archivist devoted to architectural records. It approached the
issue of appraisal from a variety of viewpoints including archival theory, historical research,
preservation architecture, the law, the digital environment, and preservation. In 1999, Mass
COPAR produced Blueprints to Bytes: Architectural Records in the Electronic Age based on
lectures by William J. Mitchell and Tawny Ryan Nelb to promote increased discussion and
research on the issue of computer-assisted design (CAD) and the design profession’s
increasing dependence on and production of electronic and digital technology.In 2000, the
International Council on Archives published A Guide to the Archival Care of Architectural
Records: 19th–20th Centuries. Written by different authors, each chapter presents a varied and
international look at archival practice in the area of architecture and design records. That year
the Philadelphia-based Conservation Center for Art and Historic Artifacts (CCAHA) held a
three-day symposium called Architectural Records: Preserving and Managing the
Documentation of Our Built Environment. Topics including appraisal, arrangement and
description, encoding, access, preservation, digitization, fund-raising, and electronic records
were addressed by archivists, curators, conservators, and historians with significant experience
working with architectural records, and the presentations reflecting current theory and practice
were published electronically on the CCAHA website. Also in 2000, to respond to archival
discussions on standards for descriptive practice and to create a guide to implement consistent
series and subseries for architectural records, Kelcy Shepherd and Waverly Lowell produced
Standard Series of Architecture and Landscape Design Records: A Tool for the Arrangement
and Description of Archival Collections. To facilitate both processing and research, this manual
reflects the common types of materials that exist in the records of architects and landscape
architects and the hierarchy and context in which they are consistently created. Lastly, the
published proceedings of the bi-annual meetings of the International Confederation of
Architectural Museums (ICAM) provide a range of museum-focused issues surrounding
architecture and architectural records. This manual includes an extensive bibliography of recent
and relevant publications for the management of design records.Isometric drawing design for
tollbooth on Golden Gate Bridge (ca. 1936). Pencil on trace paper. Irving Morrow, Architect,
Irving and Gertrude Morrow Collection. Courtesy Environmental Design Archives, University of
California, Berkeley.Design records can be a bit intimidating. They have their own language
and visual lexicon that frighten some and confuse others. Worse, their complexity, volume, and
physical size discourage archivists and caregivers from tackling these important documents.
Archivists and records managers need to know how to organize, house, handle, and protect
them. Although design records do present challenges, understanding what they are, why they
were created, and how they can be used should eliminate the hesitation archivists may have to
manage them properly. The goal of this manual is to provide archivists and caretakers with
increased knowledge and skills to enable them to feel more comfortable working with these
special materials. The manual will• provide a brief overview of the history of western
architectural practice and concurrent development of design records;• explain the process of
the creation of design and construction records;• define the types of records created during the
process of design and construction;• present issues and guidelines related to the appraisal of
design and construction records;• suggest ways to arrange and describe complex collections of
design and construction records;• discuss preservation administration issues relating to long-



term maintenance and reformatting of design and construction records;• define the diverse
media and supports used to create design and construction records and ways to maintain and
house them; and• address numerous reference issues related to the access, handling, use,
and reproduction of design and construction records.Although this manual is intended primarily
for archivists, the authors hope that the guidelines for archival appraisal, preservation,
arrangement, and description will prove useful to individuals responsible for managing design
records, whose duties include developing records schedules and long-term use and care. We
also hope that the methodology suggested for the arrangement and description of design
project records can be applied to other archival collections that have a project-based
component, such as those generated by publishers, scientists, and scientific research
facilities.Waverly LowellOctober 20051 For the sake of brevity, the term “design records” as
referred to here will include those created by architecture, landscape architecture, and
industrial design firms and those generated by related processes such as engineering and
construction.2 These paraphrased ideas were expressed originally by Nicholas Olsberg during
a presentation to the Society of American Archivists (SAA) at the Annual Meeting in Seattle,
1990.3 Waverly Lowell, “Notes for Architectural Records: Identification, Preservation, and
Access Workshop,” SAA Annual Meeting, Philadelphia, 1991.4 Complete citations for these
publications can be found in the bibliography.1A BRIEF HISTORY OF WESTERN
ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICETawny Ryan NelbThe fundamental purpose of the architectural
profession has evolved to mediate between its practitioners and the culture in which they
practice.1Although many structures are created without the help of an architect or designer
(called vernacular architecture), complicated, culturally important, or large projects have
traditionally required someone to create the design. While the architect does not initiate the
building project, he or she negotiates between “the client” who desires the structure, and the
builder who constructs it.2The Ancient WorldEvidence of the work of architects exists as early
as the seventh millennium BCE in the plan of a home painted on a wall at Çatal Höyük in Asia
Minor. The first known architect, Imhotep, also a scribe, magician, healer, astronomer, and
demigod, lived in Egypt about 2695 BCE to 2535 BCE.3 He created a cut-stone stepped
pyramid for his patron, Pharaoh Zoser, along the banks of the Nile. The Egyptians elevated
architects to high rank as befitting their creation of “sacred or prestigious public works.”
Occasionally, generations of fathers and sons passed on their skills in what became a
professional dynasty. Little survives to document the tools these ancient architects used to
represent their design ideas, but wall paintings and bas-reliefs in Egyptian tombs and temples
show that they made drawings with reed pens on such surfaces as papyrus and leather. (See
Figure 1, page G1.) Some fragments of these drawings were retained in the institutional
archives of their day. They also used more durable materials, such as wood panels and stucco
tablets. Sketches of floor plans “incised on flat flakes of limestone called ostraka in the Greek
language, were used as working guides for the foreman of the job.” These master-builders
used wooden rulers, squares, and triangles to create accurate drawings through the
application of squared grids to the drawings and plans. Plans also reflected the use of a central
axis line, and elevations were governed by bilateral symmetry.4The ancient Greek tradition of
design and architecture was much more than one of master-builders. The Greek word
architekton means master-carpenter and applied to shipwrights or temple builders. Although in
Greece, few monumental structures, like the pyramids, document designs by famous Greek
architects, a record of ancient Greek design practice and structures can be found in the
decorated surfaces of surviving ceramic vases as well as in surviving written specifications
(textual descriptions of the work to be done and the materials to be used) and full instructions



for contractors and crews. While it is believed that the architekton prepared specifications as
early as 350 BCE, historians theorize that early Greek architects did not create drawings such
as plans and elevations. Instead, they used wax models to convey the refinements of Greek
architecture until the late fifth century BCE.5The importance of Greek architecture rests largely
on the profound impact it had on the civilizations that followed. Designers like Iktinos, the
architect of the Parthenon, wrote many architectural treatises that discussed theory and
subjects such as the architectural “orders,” ornamentation, and technical construction matters.
His writing had a major impact on later designers, including Vitruvius, who documented
architectural traditions of the past for the Roman world in the first century BCE.6Greek
architects were trained in the arts or the building crafts; skill in carpentry was required for some
of the salaried state architecture positions in Athens and Delos. Sculptors were also hired as
architects for major religious projects. In the sixth century BCE, Theodoros of Samos in Sparta
established an architecture school where students studied with more experienced architects.
After completing their training, students could work independently on a major buildings or gain
an appointment as a state architect for one of the many city-states. The Ionic, Doric, and later,
the Corinthian architectural orders dictated the traditions and proportions of
construction.7Evidence documenting architects and design practice in other ancient
civilizations also exists. An official portrait statue from about 2200 BCE of Gudea, ruler of
Lagash in Sumeria, shows him holding a plaque with an engraved building plan on his lap.8 He
is known for rebuilding the great temples of the ancient Sumerian empire.As public buildings
took on an increasingly symbolic social role in the Roman Empire, the status of architects
increased. Vitruvius (ca. 90–ca. 20 BCE), the best-known architect practicing during the reign
of Augustus Caesar wrote about the work of architecture and city planning. In his writing,
Vitruvius recorded many details of ancient Roman design practice. “[He] described ground
plans (ichnographia) being laid out with compass and ruler, elevation drawings (orthographia)
being a ‘vertical image of the front,’ and perspectives (scaenographia) with shaded and
retreating sides converging on a vanishing point.”9 Vitruvius’ writing played a major role in the
development of classical design centuries later.Ancient building plan on statue of King of
Gudea of Lagash’s lap marking ceremonies for construction of a temple of the God Ningirsu
(2100 BCE). Museum of the History of Science, Oxford, Great Britain. Erich Lessing/Art
Resource, New York.Vitruvius practiced before Severus, Rabirius, Apollodorus, and many
anonymous architects who built most of the major works of Roman architecture in the first and
second centuries CE. Severus was the Emperor Nero’s architect, while Rabirius built the
palace of the Caesars on the Palatine Hill in Rome for the emperor Domitian. Apollodorus
working for the Emperor Trajan built bridges in Spain and spanning the Danube River, but is
best known for his Trajan’s Forum in Rome, with its basilica and markets. Although the
buildings that still stand provide ample evidence of the greatness of Roman architecture, few
documents remain that reveal the ways in which the early architects of the Roman Empire
conveyed their designs to others. Some fragments of floor plans executed on marble or in
mosaic remain, but little else has been discovered.10Medieval ArchitectsFor nearly a thousand
years following the end of the Roman Empire around 500 CE, architecture evolved “from an
intellectual pursuit that required a liberal education as a base, to an empirical skill that could be
learned within the restricted compass of apprenticeship.”11 By the eleventh century, Masons’
lodges provided many architects, although some wealthy castle and cathedral patrons and
even clergy served as architects for specific structures. The architect became “the master-
builder” and would organize and design the project as ordered by a patron, and carry out its
construction, very much in the modern sense.12 By the thirteenth century, as cathedrals and



other structures were becoming more complicated, the role of the architect changed again. It
became one of designing and overseeing construction, but no longer included all the
administrative duties required on the “job site,” such as maintaining supplies and paying the
workers. Limiting the architect’s role to one of design and oversight elevated the profession’s
status in society.13While documentation of Roman architectural history is scanty, the work of
western medieval architects is rich in archival sources. Hundreds of drawings exist for this
period, mostly on parchment14 including the plan for an ideal monastery for St. Gall, drawn
about 800 CE with ink on parchment or sheepskin. Since parchment was valuable, it was often
reused by scraping off a previous image or by using the other side. Many early drawings
survived in this way, by being saved on the verso of the second drawing.15 Contracts drawn up
on parchment were also common by the thirteenth century.16 In addition to written descriptions
that have not survived, medieval architects used wooden or wax models to convey the idea of
the building to the patron.17Reproduction of plan of St. Gall Monastery (ca. 800). Original
drawing ink on parchment. Walter W. Horn Collection (#0344). Courtesy Department of Special
Collections, Stanford University Libraries, Stanford, California.Working drawings and templates
were usually made on perishable material in “tracing houses” or drawing offices that were at
the disposal of the architect for the duration of the project and disappeared when the workshop
disbanded. Other drawings, especially full-size working drawings showing specific detail, were
sometimes actually incised into the stone of ancillary buildings.18The RenaissanceDuring the
Italian Renaissance (1420–1600), the definitions of architect, client, and builder as we know
them today began to evolve. Brunelleschi (1377–1446), the father of Renaissance architecture,
revived classical systems of support and design, including columns and use of “The Orders.”19
The work of Vitruvius became popular and Roman classicism de rigueur. Andrea Palladio
(1508–1580) gave his name to an architectural style (Palladian) in his Four Books on
Architecture, (Quattro Libri dell’Architecturra). Published in Venice in 1570, it provided an
architectural system based on classical traditions that promoted proportion, order, and
balance.20 The Four Books on Architecture also formed the basis of what came to be known
as the Georgian or Adams style in the 18th century.Many design drawings on parchment and
paper from the Renaissance period still survive, including sketches, plan studies, elevations,
details, perspectives, and longitudinal sections, which were developed to show both the
structure and the interior arrangement.21 Numerous models from the thirteenth to the
sixteenth century also survive. Architectural treatises such as Philbert De Lorme’s 1567 work
Architecture advised that successful building design depended on testing the design first with a
model to see if it would work. The success of the model would also indicate that the architect
had the skill to build it.22The creative and intellectual development of the Renaissance period
was not limited to Italy, ideas soon spread to France where the Royal Institute of Architects was
founded in Paris in 1671, and Architectural Design became a formal course at the École des
Beaux Arts in Paris in 1797. The École des Beaux Arts would have a huge impact on American
architecture by training American architects and serving as a model for those who sought to
improve their practice through education.23Architects in AmericaIn the early American
colonies, skilled men served as designers, craftsmen, and contractors. For design ideas, they
turned to European pattern books based on published elevations and building plans. One
hundred six books on architecture were available in the colonies before 1776; all but eight were
in English.24 Among the most influential was James Gibb’s Book of Architecture (1728). Asher
Benjamin published the first American pattern book in 1797.Reproduction of Andrea Palladio’s
front elevation for the Hotel de Mons for Adriano Thiene (ca. mid-1500s). Plate TaXLVIII in The
Fabrication and Design of Andrea Palladio by Ottavio Bertotti Scamazzi (Venice: Francesco



Modena, 1776). Courtesy Cranbrook Academy of Art Library.Wooden model for the facade of
Santa Maria del Fiore (ca. 1536–1608). Bernardo Buontalenti Architect, Museo dell/Opera del
Duomo, Florence, Italy. Courtesy Scala/Art Resource, New York.American architectural
drawings before the early nineteenth century consisted of one or two floor plans and
elevations. Sometimes, a principal section was added to the set. The architect/builder
sometimes represented the structure design by collapsing the walls around a floor plan so that
each elevation was drawn in its proper relation to the side it represented. These few flat,
unadorned two-dimensional drawings served as the working drawings for construction.25 This
small set of drawings, with an occasional section or specification, provided adequate
documentation for construction, since, as in earlier civilizations such as ancient Egypt and
medieval Europe, those involved with the act of building were operating in a traditional world of
structure, materials, and design. Fewer instructions were required as the architect often worked
closely with the builder, and the construction methods and materials were fairly limited and
uncomplicated.Asher Benjamin Pattern Book (1805). Title page. Country Builder’s Assistant,
Greenfield, Massachusetts. Courtesy Historic New England.Asher Benjamin Pattern Book
(1805). Ionic and corinthian doorway fronts. Country Builder’s Assistant, Greenfield,
Massachusetts. Courtesy Historic New England.In the early nineteenth century, perspective
drawings were used to represent the three dimensions of buildings set in nature for American
landscape design that imported the English Romantic garden tradition.26 (See Figure 2, page
G1.) The execution and format of design drawings often reflected changes in architectural
styles. For example, representations of styles revived from antiquity in the early nineteenth
century returned to a more “classical” practice in which architects produced primarily plans and
elevations. However, they “improved” upon the tradition through the use of new rendering
techniques such as adding shading to give depth to the drawings.Robert Mills (1781–1855), a
protégé of Thomas Jefferson and a major proponent of the Greek Revival style, became the
first native-born American to train for an architectural career. With the encouragement of
Jefferson, he made a study tour of the northeastern states, became familiar with architectural
books, and trained in the office Benjamin Henry Latrobe (1764–1820) between 1803 and
1808.27Samuel Sloan pattern book (1860). Design 8, Plate XXXII Details, The Model Architect.
Courtesy the Athenaeum of Philadelphia.Ceiling plan, west, north, and east interior elevations
for Connecticut Lyceum (1799). Some early architects showed their designs by collapsing the
walls around a plan. Ink on laid paper. Peter Banner, Architect/Builder. Architectural Drawings
Collection. Courtesy Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University Library.Richard Morris Hunt
student drawing of an iron bridge (1847). Pencil, ink, and ink wash on paper. Prints and
Drawings Collection. Courtesy the Octagon, the Museum of the American Architectural
Foundation, Washington, D.C.Most young architects, however, acquired training on the job
through an apprentice system. By becoming an assistant to one of the rare established
architects, an aspiring architect gained technical training and experience, and usually received
a small wage. Others began their careers as draftsmen or builders. Few received formal
training. A limited number of American technical programs were initiated at Philadelphia’s
Franklin Institute (1824), University of Virginia (1836), Harvard (1847), Rensselaer (1849), Yale
(1852), and the University of Michigan (1852).28 In 1846, Richard Morris Hunt (1827–1895)
chose to enroll at the École des Beaux Arts in Paris with its studies of classical architecture,
instruction in drawing, and a scientific approach to construction and materials.29 He became
the first École-trained American architect trained; in 1859, H. H. Richardson (1838–1886)
became the second American to enroll at the École.The École des Beaux Arts was the model
for many western schools of architecture. Working within a formal system of lectures and



ateliers (studios), students at the École engaged in a course of study based on principles of
formal classical design and the development of a design in response to a set program. The
design problem, such as designing a pavilion on the edge of a lake, was presented to the
student who then had a limited amount of time (twenty-four or forty-eight hours) to develop a
creative and unique solution that would be presented to the patron of the atelier. These
preliminary plans were picked up and transported in a cart, a charrette, to the patron for review.
Following the patron’s acceptance of the proposal, the student then had a number of months to
more fully develop the solution to the design problem and present a finished drawing. The final
presentation drawing had to capture the solution that was proposed during the charrette.30
The final drawing generally contained an elevation, plan, and section. The school promoted an
academic and elite approach to architecture in which most assignments required the
development of designs for major buildings such as country estates, train stations, opera
houses, exhibition halls, and entire universities.Specifications for St. Mary’s Church, San
Francisco, California (1853). Specifications such as these became commonplace by the end of
the nineteenth century. Craine & England, Architects. Courtesy California Historical
Society.Photograph of architecture students at work (1880s). Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Courtesy MIT Museum.Following the Civil War (1861–1864), the practice of
architecture became increasingly recognized as a profession rather than a trade and education
played an important role in this professionalism.31 Formal education in the United States was
based on academic study similar to the program at the École des Beaux Arts in Paris. The first
American university schools dedicated to architecture and founded before the turn of the
twentieth century were MIT (1865), Cornell University (1871), University of Illinois (1873),
Syracuse University (1873), Columbia University (1881), University of Pennsylvania (1890),
George Washington University (1893), Armour Institute of Technology (1895), Harvard
University (1895), University of Notre Dame (1898), and Ohio State (1899).32 The architecture
program at the University of California at Berkeley, founded in 1903, provided the first formal
architectural training west of the Mississippi River.Photograph of the H. H. Richardson’s
Architectural Atelier (ca. 1890s). Brookline, Massachusetts. Courtesy Historic New
England.American culture and society changed dramatically during the second half of the
nineteenth century. Increased industrialization and massive immigration both from within and
outside the United States led to a significant increase in urban growth, which in turn required
the design of efficient transportation systems and the development and manufacture of new
building technologies and materials. The concurrent rise in the demand for architects changed
from one modeled on few standards, little regulation, and small atelier-based practices that
rarely survived after the principal (the main or premier) architect’s death to the business-model
design practice that exists today.33 The new demand for architectural services reinforced the
codification of architectural practice and the professionalization of its practitioners.The Modern
ProfessionThe modern design profession continued to develop during the post-Civil War period
and the growing market for services required standardized expertise.34 By 1900, more than
10,500 individuals identified themselves as architects in the U.S. Census.35Although many
architects worked as sole practitioners, large offices were also formed using partnership
arrangements that established a hierarchical division of labor. Modern architectural procedures
and firms developed in parallel with the general commercial, corporate, and even governmental
administrative and bureaucratic systems of the nineteenth century.36 Designers began to
identify as “businessmen,” who were trained to perform mental rather than manual labor and
the design office began to take the form we recognize today—a small bureaucracy managing
various elements of the design and construction process. This business format initiated the



functional separation between office records and project records. Administration of a large
office required financial and support staff, while drafts people and young designers in the firm
specialized in specific aspects of the design and construction process, such as specification
writing or producing presentation or working drawings. Big firms focused their attention on
large commissions that repaid their time with the greatest profits such as public and
commercial buildings, apartment buildings, houses for the wealthy, government buildings, and
resorts. Builders and tradespeople, often using pattern books, continued building but so too did
small architectural offices.Office photograph including Julia Morgan in back row with cloche hat
and Bernard Maybeck in front row in lab coat (ca. 1928). Julia Morgan Collection. Courtesy
Environmental Design Archives, University of California, Berkeley.As the relationships between
designer and client and between designer and builder became increasingly formal, the use of
drawings and text documents increased in response to their wider importance as legal
documents; greater literacy spread among builders; and an increasing distance opened up
between the designer and the various building and manufacturing trades. Also during in this
period, the three-part progression of the creation of design project records developed: (1) in
the larger offices, the principals would produce the underlying concept through to the sketch
phase; (2) skilled draftspeople or itinerant delineators developed and prepared the formal
presentation materials, and (3) when these were approved by the client; the working
documents would be produced.37 The working documents (now more commonly referred to as
contract documents or construction documents) connect the designer, client, and builder/
manufacturer, and, since the mid-twentieth century, the government and the public.Contracts,
specifications, and correspondence with clients, took the forms still in use at the beginning of
the twenty-first century.38 The quantity of documents produced increased profoundly as a
result of the widespread use of inexpensive copying methods. It became possible to provide
contractors with full sets of specifications and distribution prints produced from original plans
by one of more than a hundred copying processes developed before the turn of the century
including hectograph, blueprinting, or pellet prints.39The twentieth century also brought
changes to the design professions. For instance, the post World War I financial boom of the
1920s resulted in an ever-increasing number of architect-designed middle-class homes and a
concurrent increased demand for design professionals. Several decades later, the boom in
suburban communities following World War II changed both the educational system for
designers and established a pattern whereby newly educated designers began their careers
designing residences, gardens, and furnishings.40 The changes to the cultural landscape
brought on by war housing, suburban development, “urban renewal,” and worldwide consumer
markets resulted in an abundance of records documenting middle-class homes and gardens,
public parks, public housing, and a vast quantity of new products.Post World War II housing:
Elizabeth Perry residence, Berkeley, California (1954). Ink on coated trace paper. Roger Lee,
Architect. Courtesy Environmental Design Archives, University of California, Berkeley. (Top)
Elevation. (Bottom) Section thru living-dining area.Behemoth projects such as the Empire State
Building and Rockefeller Center in the 1930s led to the creation of modern mega firms.41
Changes in technology and materials, the complexity and size of modern projects, burgeoning
state and federal construction regulations, and the increasing use of separate construction
firms meant all stages of construction had to be outlined and explained. Plumbing, heating,
electrical systems, structural elements, each with its own set of drawings, required numerous
specialists or subcontractors, resulting in a greater need for an increasing quantity of
documents telling a growing number of parties what to do, how to do it, and which materials to
use.42 Design records also began indicating how the proposed project would satisfy basic



public needs such as plumbing, drainage, and disabled access, how it would respond to
technological advances such as electricity or fiber optics, and how it planned to fulfill
community needs such as environmental preservation and public safety.Floor plan for
Elizabeth Perry residence, Berkeley, California (1954). Ink on coated trace paper. Roger Lee,
Architect. Courtesy Environmental Design Archives, University of California,
Berkeley.Axonometric rendering for house 111, Lakeville, Connecticut (1969–1975). Black ink
vellum mounted on wove paper. Peter Eisenman Archives. Courtesy Canadian Centre for
Architecture, Montréal, Canada.Changes in technology and the new design aesthetic of
modernism also affected the development of images and the ways by which drawings were
created. (See Figure 3, page G2.)Projections or perspectives that presented designs in new
ways such as isometric drawings and cut-away sections reflected the increased dependence
on technology in design as well as construction. With axonometric projections, a designer
could convey a three-dimensional view of a structure, including the top and side views, using
various angles as well as the interior of the structure.Photograph of computer aided design
(CAD) work station (1980s). Courtesy Eagle Point Corporation.During the early twentieth
century, architects created design records as they had during the nineteenth century, drawing
with ink or graphite and then tracing the original onto linen to produce distribution copies. The
method of creating distribution copies changed from blueprint and other photomechanical
methods to a diazo-ammonia reproduction technology. By the 1960s, a high-tech design tool,
computer-aided design (CAD), had been developed, which some saw as replacing subjective,
personal design methods with more objective and standard ones.43 CAD, however, was little
used for the first thirty years because of the expense of its hardware and software, as well as
the special skills required to utilize it effectively. With the advent of personal computers and
lower-cost software, however, CAD has become a standard design and drafting tool.Although
architects still create some drawings by hand or “on the boards,” especially those for
conceptual design, computer aids are used to generate the majority of designs, drawings,
computations, and specifications. Most architects use CAD because of increased speed,
accuracy, ease of revision, neatness, legibility, reduced system costs, relief from the tedium of
repetitive drawing, and because their clients expect it. Both digital files and hard-copy prints of
the files are created. The born digital file is the so-called “original” and a hard copy print is sent
to the client or to the work site, this distribution is increasingly digital using e-mail and web-
based technology.At the beginning of the twenty-first century, new technologies are still being
developed that impact both the organization of design practice and the creation of design
records. The rapidly expanding use of web-based project management (WBPM) has had an
enormous impact on the ability of firms to take on large projects in which numerous parties
communicate across great distances solely through electronic technologies yielding new
formats and documents. Building Information Modeling (BIM) uses 2D and 3D drafting and
rendering software and scheduling software to create digital building models that are
interrelated and work from the same underlying database. Data can be extracted from the
model for many uses, and as changes are made the technology “collects information about the
building project and coordinates this information across all other representations of the
project.”44 It automatically coordinates all the changes. This allows architects to easily test
many innovative designs and create buildings in ways that wouldn’t have been imagined twenty
years before. The technology also results in more accurate and better-coordinated drawings,
and impacts the facilities management following completion of the structure. As the twenty-first
century advances, new archival skills will be necessary to face the challenges of enhanced
technologies and to document the design and construction process over the long term. (See



Figure 4, page G2.)Perspective sketch rendered in LandCADD software as it appeared on the
computer monitor (1980s). Courtesy Eagle Point Corporation.ConclusionAs a profession,
architecture has a long heritage, and although all parts of the world have their own special and
rich cultural roots that have influenced architectural development, the focus here has been on
the general roots and development of western architectural practice over the millennia. The
design and built environment and the practice of architecture have gotten more complicated
over the centuries due to the growth of professionalism, changes in both construction and
design technology, and increased governmental standards that require accountability. To
understand the voluminous amount and diverse nature of design records found in today’s
archives, it is important for archivists to learn the context of how these records developed over
time so they can appraise, arrange, describe, and care for this historical material
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RECORDSWaverly LowellDesign records can be confusing. What is this a drawing of, why was
it created, how can it be used, how was it made? The archivist must understand the answers to
these questions to begin the archival functions of identifying, appraising, arranging, describing,
preserving, and providing access to the records. Individual designers (architects, landscape
architects, industrial designers) and their firms create numerous types of documents during the
process of design for a variety of participants and purposes. They produce, for example,
different types of drawings at different stages in the design and construction process for other
designers, clients, builders, engineers, gardeners, public presentations, and government
agencies. Design records may be created by individual designers or as part of the activities of
a design firm. They may be found within the records of institutions, businesses, and
engineering and construction firms. They may also be included in personal or professional
papers. This chapter will describe the process of a design project, as well as the content,
context, and format of the documents created during this process.The main focus of design
records are the project records that are generated as the result of the design and construction
process and include unique, hard to identify, fragile, and oversized documents, as well as their
accompanying image and text files. There are consistent phases to the design and
construction process regardless of whether the final product is a structure, a garden, or a
perfume bottle, and each of these phases results in the production of particular types and
formats of documents. Time and technology have affected the need for more, or better, or
different ways of representing the documents created by the “process of design,” but
fundamentally they all have their context once this process is understood.
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